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The Beauty Revolution:  
trends not to be missed in the world of wellness

In an age where beauty and wellness are at the heart of our lives, trends in the personal 
care industry are constantly evolving. Takara Belmont, in its role as an innovative company, 
foresees and develops the trends that are gaining popularity in the world: the Head Spa, the 
Salon Rooming and the art of designing spaces in a professional and functional way.

Head Spa: Wellness for hair and mind using YUME series.
The web is abuzz with a new trend that is winning the hearts of beauty lovers: the Head Spa. 
This innovative hair care experience goes beyond just cutting and coloring, focusing on a 
holistic approach to the well-being of the scalp and hair itself. The Head Spa not only gives 
healthy and shiny hair, but also promotes relaxation and mental well-being through targeted 
massages and specific treatments.

Takara Suite: The new way to live the Salon Experience
At the heart of every successful hair salon lies a revolutionary concept: Takara Suite. 
This practice transforms your stay in the salon into a personalized and engaging experience 
from the moment you walk through the door. With diagnostic services, personalized 
consultations and a focus on privacy, Takara Suite aims to make time spent in the salon a 
moment of pure pleasure and personal pampering.
  environment that can deeply affect the customer experience. The importance of designing 
and furnishing spaces in a professional and functional way is essential to create a welcoming 
and classy atmosphere. The well-kept furnishings and the strategic layout of the spaces not 
only reflect the style of the salon, but also contribute to the well-being of customers, creating 
a relaxing and harmonious atmosphere.

The world of beauty is experiencing a real revolution, driven by innovative trends that seek to 
combine aesthetics, well-being and unique experience. Takara Belmont has always embraced 
these values and brought the concept of total well-being around the world through its 
products. It’s time to embrace these new trends and let yourself be pampered by an 
ever-evolving world of beauty and well-being.



Timeless elegance in every nuance.
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The power of contrast, the beauty 
of monochrome.
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Simplicity that speaks, details that 
convince.
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Color that whispers tales of 
barbers from times past, where 
each shade tells its own legend.

Barber
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Returning to the roots with the skill 
of a classic palette, where style is a 
lost art. 
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A nod to the barber shop, where 
wood is an integral part of an 
ancient art.
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Each shade is a brush stroke of 
creativity.
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Wrap yourself in the sweetness of 
delicate tones.
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Bright colors for 
a contagious energy.
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Uncompromising luxury, 
where gold and metal meld in 
harmony.Vibes
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Metal meets golden elegance 
for a timeless style.
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Sophisticated reflections 
rich with light. 
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Wrap yourself in the warm texture 
of wood, where nature embraces 
design.



Vibes
 A sensory journey through veins 
and scents.
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Wood: the beauty of eternity in 
every fiber.lezza dell’eternità in 
ogni fibra.”
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Designing good ideas
Designing whitout boundaires by listening to those who live the environment 
in which they work and live, transforming this understanding into solution that 
promote energy and joy in their work.



Alice Le Chic -Salionze (VR)-



Layout and Rendering

Alice Le Chic -Salionze (VR)- designer : Cristiano Sandrini
construction supervision : geom. Matteo Menon ( www.matteomenon.it)



Bluebonton -Brescia-



Layout e Design

Bluebonton -Brescia- designer : Cristiano Sandrini
interior designer :  Roberto Radici -Brescia-



My Hair SPA -Monza-



Layout e Design

My Hair SPA -Monza- designer : Cristiano Sandrini



Innovation & Style
Takara Belmont Revolutionizes the Salon Experience with New LUAR and W 
SWING YUME Products.

Takara Belmont is thrilled to announce the European launch of two 
revolutionary new products: the LUAR chair and the W SWING YUME washing 
unit. These state-of-the-art products embody Takara Belmont’s ongoing 
commitment to elevating the customer experience and enhancing the 
functionality of beauty salon workspaces.



The LUAR chair is a true gem in the Takara Belmont range of motorised chairs. Designed to 
support a wide range of services, from hair care to facials, manicures and pedicures, LUAR 
offers a complete and comfortable experience for clients and beauty operators.

Elevating the quality and value of services

 Featuring a modern design and robust construction, the LUAR features a full recline and a 
variety of ergonomic qualities. This compact unit not only optimizes the space in the salon, 
but also improves the quality and value of the services offered. With LUAR, Takara Belmont 
is redefining the standards of comfort and versatility in the beauty industry.

The W SWING YUME washing unit is an innovative solution for optimising workspaces in 
salons. This versatile product can be used on two stations, coupled with furniture partitions 
and other accessories. By placing it strategically in the room, you create a semi-private area 
that provides a cozy and easily accessible atmosphere. The basin has all the features and 
conveniences of the classic Yume shampoo unit and is therefore compatible with the Yume 
Headbath

 Creativity in the washing space

With a contemporary style and intuitive design, W SWING YUME marries functionality and 
aesthetics. Takara Belmont fosters creativity in workspace organization, empowering beauty 
professionals to personalize and enhance their clients’ experience.

Luar W Swing Yume



ROLLER-BALL F

€ 2.680 + VAT

SPA MIST II
FULL OPTIONAL

€ 2.680 + VAT

CARE DRY G

€ 2.680 + VAT

FREE WITH  ROLLER BALL F
 
COLOR MIX

 

Delivery and assembling fee excluded



YUME HEADBATH

2 YUME ESPOIR ESL
€ 13.000 + VAT

1 HEADBATH FOR FREE

YUME ESPOIR ESL
€ 6.380 + VAT

YUME HEADBATH
€ 1.120 + VAT

SPA MIST II

2 YUME ESPOIR ESL
€ 14.400 + VAT

1 SPA MIST II FOR FREE

Delivery and assembling fee excluded



SPIRIT BACKWASH
WITH ELECTRIC LEGREST AND AIR MASSAGE
+ GEL SILICON NECKREST

€ 3.940 + VAT

SPIRIT BACKWASH
WITH ELECTRIC LEGREST
+ GEL SILICON NECKREST

€ 2.890 + VAT

THEA WOOD
2 CHAIRS
WITH ROUNDED BASE YE 

€ 2.058 + VAT

THEA
2 CHAIRS
WITH CHROME STAR BASE

PREZZO OFFERTA 
€ 1.246 + VAT

Delivery and assembling fee excluded. Prices based on type A and B upholstery options.



CLIO 
2 CHAIR
WITH CHROME STAR BASE

€ 1.288 + VAT

VEGA 2 CHAIRS

BLACK STRUCTURE + BLACK ROUND BASE YEB

€ 1.904 + VAT

ROSEGOLD STRUCTURE + ROSEGOLD ROUND BASE YERG

€ 2.142 + VAT

SHIKI
2 CHAIRS
WITH STAR BASE YAB

€ 1.274 + VAT

SHIKI
2 CHAIRS
WITH CHROME ROUND BASE YE

€ 1.330 + VAT

Delivery and assembling fee excluded. Prices based on type A and B upholstery options.



ILARY
2 CHAIRS
WITH CHROME STAR BASE

€ 1.358 + VAT 

QUEEN
2 CHAIRS
WITH CHROME STAR BASE

€ 1.288 + VAT

DAINTY
WITH CHROME ROUND BASE

2 CHAIRS
€ 3.400 + VAT
MAGNETIC SHELF FOR SCISSORS FOR FREE WITH THE ORDER OF TWO 
DAINTY BARBER CHAIRS

3 CHAIRS POLTRONE
€ 5.100 + VAT
TBM-2002K TROLLEY FOR FREE WITH THE ORDER OF THREE DAINTY 
BARBER CHAIRS

APOLLO ICON
WITH CHROME ROUND BASE

2 CHAIRS
€ 6.660 + VAT
MINI CABI TOWEL WARMERS FOR FREE WITH THE ORDER OF TWO 
APOLLO ICON BARBER CHAIRS.

3 CHAIRS
€ 9.990 + VAT
MINI CABI TOWEL WARMERS + TBM-2002K TROLLEY FOR FREE WITH 
THE ORDER OF THREE APOLLO ICON BARBER CHAIRS.

Delivery and assembling fee excluded. Prices based on type A and B upholstery options.



JOLLY METAL EASY
(2 PCS) € 840 + VAT
Metal trolley with shiny or satin chrome finish with “linen canvas” effect.
It can fit up to four drawers, equipped with low-friction anti-hair wheels.
4 drawers included. Shelves excluded.

MAGNETIC SHELVES
€ 120 + VAT

PLASTIC SHELVES
€ 41 + VAT

ECO SHOWER HEAD
+ COMFORT GEL NECKREST
€ 160 + VAT
(Price list € 240 + VAT)

New generation adjustable shower head, designed to optimize water 
consumption.
Two modes of use available, changeable only with a click:
- shower mode
- low splash foaming mode

The shower head is suitable with all Takara Belmont backwashes.

MN01 (2 PCS) 
€ 680 + VAT
Multifunctional storage trolley, in steel, on anti-hair swivel wheels.

MN03 (2 PCS) 
€ 630 + VAT

TBM2002K (2 PCS)
€ 510 + VAT
Powder coated metal trolley, modular and practical, on swivel wheels.



HEADQUARTER
JAPAN

2-1-1, Higashi Shinsaibashi,
Chuo-Ku, Osaka

www.beauty.takarabelmont.co.jp

EUROPEAN OFFICES
FRANCE

56 Rue des Hautes Pâtures
92000 Nanterre

www.takaracoiffure.fr

GERMANY
Wilhelm-Leuschner-Strasse 83S,

60329 Frankfurt
www.takarafriseur.de

ITALY
Via Mazzacurati 4/1
42019 Scandiano RE

www.takarabelmont.it
commerciale@takaraitaly.it

EUROPEAN VIBES
CATALOGUE

All prices listed do not include shipping and assembly.

All images are for illustrative purposes.

Products may undergo modifications..


